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ABOUT OUTER RING MMO
Outer Ring MMO is an MMORPG (Massively Multiplayer Online Role-Playing
Game) that unites fantasy and science fiction inside its universe. There you can
interact with a huge number of players in a free-to-play mode that it allows all
users to socialize, play, create and build inside it.
The game started to be developed in 2018, integrating blockchain along the
way. This means that every asset in the game is tokenized allowing the whole
economy of the game is transferable to the real world thanks to the use of its
own native tokens. Also, it incorporates NFT technology to verify ownership of
all items, from skins, to guns, arriving into ships or collectibles.
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GAMEPLAY
Outer Ring MMO allows players to choose different roles and playing
dynamics. While some players will enjoy the PVP shooter experience in battle
arenas and spacecrafts wars, others may prefer to play focus their time in
collecting materials, crafting items and building inside the game.
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THE UNIVERSE
The game has spaces of many different
kinds. Cities, planets, stars, spaceships,
lands, dungeons...
Inside the game people will be able to own
a space and build inside it. Businesses can
be created or transported allowing objects
and services to be sold in-game or in the
real world.

the story
The entire lore and thematic of the videogame are based in a
novel. A universe inhabited by 5 different races: Earthnlings,
Va´ans, Oracles, Scavengos and Mechs.
Players may choose the factions that they want to follow and
crate clans to achieve common goals.
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blockchain in the game
Outer Ring has 2 native tokens. Exocredits(EXO) will
mainly be used as in-game currency while Galactic
Quadrants (GQ) will be the currency of governance.
Whoever will have more GQs will have more power to
create in-game policies and much more.
In addition, all resources and items in the game operate
as a token. People will collect and trade minerals, build
guns and ships, and wear their favorite skins thanks to NFT
technology.

MEDIA INFO

Outer Ring MMO is committed to providing trustful and
transparent information on the project and will facilitate
information about to project to all media channels
interested.
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